Response plasticity in hamster olfactory bulb: peripheral and central processes.
It is a well-established fact that prolonged odor stimulation leads to marked sensory adaptation. This study demonstrates comparable electrophysiological phenomena occurring at the level of the olfactory receptor and at more central olfactory structures. Recordings of overall receptor response and of olfactory bulb unit responses were made during repeated odor stimulation. During the course of a single, continuous odor presentation response decrements were seen in the EOG (at the olfactory receptors) and were mirrored at the mitral cell layer of the bulb. When brief periods without stimulation were introduced between such odor presentations, receptor responsiveness rebounded to its original level, but mitral cell responses did not. On the basis of this dissociation it is suggested that the pattern of response decrement within the bulb represents a case of stimulus-specific habituation in a simple cortical subsystem and is well worth future investigation as a model of neural plasticity. Surgical disconnection of the olfactory bulb from one or more of its centrifugal inputs results in hyperactive, hyperresponsive mitral cells, which habituate more rapidly and show longer recovery times than do those in the intact bulb. In addition, the synchronization of such units to the inhalation cycle is markedly reduced as compared with normal preparations. These facts together suggest that the habituation of mitral cell activity does not depend on centrifugal inputs, although one or more of such inputs act indirectly in an inhibitory fashion to modulate and tune mitral cell response characteristics.